Abstract. Aimed at the problem that cuckoo search algorithm shows low convergence rate and poor optimization accuracy in multi-dimensional function optimization. This paper presented a Cuckoo Search based on Acceleration Operator and Refraction Disturbance and designed an acceleration operator to improve the optimum speed. Besides, it brought the refraction disturbance of water wave optimization (WWO) to avoid trapping in local optimum and improve the search precision. The comparison of other improved Cuckoo Search algorithms proves the effectiveness of the algorithm.
Introduction
According to the living habits of cuckoo in the spawning, Yang Xin-She and DEB Suash brought forward cuckoo search algorithm in 2009 [1] [2] It is also a new heuristic search algorithm, and its thoughts are mainly based on nest parasitism and Levy flights. This approach through random walking, searching an optimal nest to hatch its eggs, can realize an efficient optimization model [3] .
CS algorithm has the advantages of a few parameters, simple operation, easy implementation and strong global search capability, etc; the algorithm, however, has some defects such as slow convergence rate and low search precision when searching for global optimal value, especially the global optimal value of the high dimensional function. Therefore, many scholars have improved the algorithm. Aimed at the faults that Cuckoo Search algorithm cannot acquire exactly and converge slowly in the later period, a Self-adaptive step cuckoo search algorithm was presented by ZHENG Hongqing [4] . The cuckoo search algorithm based on Gaussian disturbance (GCS) algorithm was proposed by WANG Fan [5] . Besides, cuckoo search algorithm with dimension by dimension improvement was proposed by WANG Lijin [6] .To overcome this shortage ,this paper presents a cuckoo search based on acceleration operator and refraction disturbance (ARCS). An accelerated operator is designed, ∆ as threshold and P as randomly generated. If P<∆, the nest position is updated by accelerating operator; otherwise, it will keep the nest position unchangeable. Meanwhile, if the optimal value of the population does not change in 20 generations, refraction disturbance [7] is executed to prevent the algorithm from local optimum. For this reason, the improved algorithm can balance the relationship between the convergence speed and the precision, and improve the search activity and the quality of the solution sequentially.
Cuckoo Search Algorithm
To describe a basic cuckoo search algorithm, three idealized rules are considered:
1. In cuckoo population, each cuckoo puts one egg to a randomly selected nest; 2. The high-quality nests will not be changed, and this can guarantee that the cuckoo population includes the better solutions, not worse than before at least; 3. The nest number is unchangeable, and the egg laid by a cuckoo is discovered by the host bird with a probability ]
As the basis of the three idealized rules, the searching path and position of nest update as follows:
where α is the step length of Levy flight, and α is a positive number. The product stands for entry-wise multiplications. L(λ) is a random walk, the step length of which is drawn from Levy distribution.
A random number R is randomly generated when the nest position is updated. Detection probability Pa is compared with the random number R, if r>Pa, the current location of the nest is changed; otherwise, it will keep the current location unchanged.
Cuckoo Search based on Acceleration Operator and Refraction Disturbance
The basic cuckoo algorithm updates the nest location by random walking; this method, however, contributes to poor convergence rate and low precision easily. the cuckoo search algorithm was introduced into DMS-PSO algorithm and the algorithm named DMS-PSO-CS was proposed by GAO Yunlong [8] . Chaos-enhanced Cuckoo search optimization algorithms for global optimization was proposed by LiHuang [9] ,to prevent the algorithm from local optimum. This paper designs an acceleration operator to update the nest position and adopt refraction disturbance to enhance the global searching ability, they can improve the search capability of algorithm.
Acceleration Operator
The basic CS algorithm adopts the random search method to update the nest location, but this flight mode has great blindness and the flight patterns of each parasitic nest are executed independently, thus, resulting in slow convergence rate. This paper adopts an acceleration operator, each dimensional nest position of the next generation is determined by the current nest location and the nest location when disturbance occurs. Acceleration operator is executed with a certain probability after each iteration. Eq. 3 of acceleration operator is performed as follows:
is value of the individual of current
is the best value of the individual of current generation,  is a Gaussian random number of n rows and nd columns (n and nd represents population size),
is subject to normal distribution that mean is 
Refraction Disturbance
This paper refers to the refraction operation of WWO for disturbance, named refraction disturbance here. Refraction disturbance strategy is presented as follows: If the optimal value of the population does not change in 20 generations, refraction disturbance is executed to prevent the algorithm from local optimum. Eq. 4 of refraction disturbance is as follows:
means the same as the Eq. 3.
Implementation Steps of Algorithm
Step 1: The objective function f(x) is confirmed and domain of definition [Lb, Ub], dimension nd, discovery probability Pa, population size and threshold of acceleration operator are set.
Population is initialized, d dimensional vector is randomly generated, like this
, fitness value of the nest is
Step 2: The fitness value of each nest is calculated and the current optimal nest position is recorded;
Step 3: Levy flights for each nest location, nest position is changed via Eq. 1, the best nest position is preserved. Besides, compared with the optimal nest location of previous generation, if the fitness value of current optimal nest is higher than the fitness value of previous generation, we can replace it; if not, we can keep the optimal nest position unchangeable;
Step 4: Random number
with uniform distributed is generated, if r>Pa, the current location of the nest is changed or keeps the current location unchangeable;
Step 5: Random number
with uniform distributed is generated, if p<  , the current location of the nest is changed via Eq. 3 or keeps the current location unchangeable;
Step 6: If the optimal value of the population does not change in 20 generations, the current location of the nest is changed via Eq. 4;
Step 7: The best nest location and fitness value is preserved to determine the ultimate condition. If the termination condition is reached, go to the Step3; if not, go to step8;
Step 8: The global optimal nest location and fitness is output.
Experiment and Simulation

Experimental Design
In order to verify the performance of improved algorithm, the selected test environment is as follows: Windows7, CPU for Intel dual core 2.6GHZ, memory 6G, Matlab7.0. The parameters of the algorithm are set as follows: Population size n=100, discovery probability Pa=0.25, the maximum number of iterations T=500, and other parameters vary as the specific function circumstances require. The algorithm runs 30 times on the average independently. Also, 6l standard test functions are introduced to carry out many simulation experiments and the test function is shown in Table 1 . Analysis of the Threshold Value  .
The threshold value is introduced into the acceleration operator, and the value of  has played a crucial role in the improved algorithm. When the value  is too small, running times of acceleration operator is little, the convergence rate of the algorithm will still be very slow; on the contrary, when the value is too large, it's very easy to fall into local optimum for the algorithm. Therefore, the different value of  has a great influence on the results of the algorithm. four benchmark function from Table 1 . was chosen to confirm the optimal value of  . , the improved algorithm is satisfactory. 4 3.0494e-10 3.2196e-16 10.1461 3.6991e-05 0.9 0.1107 4.9222e-07 9.0166 0.1009
The Comparison of Different CS Algorithms
The figures from figure 1. to figure 6 . describes the contrast of the basic CS algorithm, ASCS algorithm, GCS algorithm and the ARCS algorithm in this paper. From the following 6 figures, we can see that ARCS algorithm has a very large boost in convergence rate. Table 3 . describes the algorithm optimal fitness value, mean fitness value, variance in the same number of iterations and the minimum number of iterations, the average number of iterations under given precision of CS, ASCS, GCS and ARCS algorithm. Table 3 indicates that ARCS algorithm is 12, 11, 11, 6 order of magnitude higher than CS algorithm in search accuracy, and it is 23,21, 21, 9 order of magnitude lower than CS algorithm in variance for function 
Summary
Aimed at the problems that cuckoo search algorithm shows low convergence rate and poor optimization accuracy in function optimization, this paper designed an acceleration operator to improve the optimum speed and brought the refraction disturbance of water wave optimization (WWO) to avoid trapping in local optimum and improve the search precision. In accordance with the simulation results, the improved algorithm manifests better convergence rate and optimization accuracy; especially for high dimensional function. In consequence, it is effective and feasible when the algorithm is improved.
